
Adipoduce is an adaptive which, by inhibiting the
activity of MMP9, limits the process of adipogenesis
(differentiation of adipocytes and neo-
vascularization). It thus prevents the formation of new
fats. 
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2 0 0  ML  &  1 * 3 0M L

The Adaptives are mixtures of active concentrates obtained by green biotechnology, to boost your
cosmetic care.
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.Adipoduce, a product that combines a
synergy of active ingredients to fight
against "the return of fat cells
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30 days

Cells which are in the fat tissue.
In adults, adipose tissue  
represents 15 to 20% of the weight 
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Features
This slimming routine is composed of three products: 1 body
product of your choice, the roller and the adaptive ADIPODUCE. 

Take advantage of ADIPODUCE over a period of 30 days to
prevent the formation of new fat cells.

Adipocytes 

Did you know that?

.

Adipoduce fights the return of adipocytes, and
prevents the recruitment of new adipocytes via an
anti-adipogenesis action, and therefore it inhibits
the formation of new fat.
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NCC-DE-002 Roller massage (Customer area -
Technical data sheets of the devices )
NCC-AD-117Adipoduce (Customer Area - Adaptives
datasheet )
NCC-CO-026 Moisturizing Body Milk (Customer
Area - Body Technical Sheets )
NCC-CO-028 Slimming Spray (Customer Area -
Body Technical Sheets )

Ingredients : see Data sheets : 

* ingrédient issu de l’Agriculture Biologique 99% du total
est d’origine naturelle 17% du total des ingrédients sont
issus de l’Agriculture Biologique

Advice for use : Put in the palm of your hand a small
amount of body milk and add 3 drops of Adipoduce.
Make penetrate in your skin then massage well thanks
to the wooden roller. Advised for all types of skin.

External use.

To be used preferably before the end: see under the box 
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